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Editorial

Is the Double Contour Sign 
Specific for Gout? Or Only for
Crystal Arthritis?
In this issue of The Journal, Löffler, et al describes a study
assessing the sonographic double contour (DC) sign in gout,
calcium pyrophosphate crystal deposition (CPPD), and
other arthritides1. They investigated the diagnostic value of
the DC sign alone and in combination with Doppler signals
and serum uric acid (SUA) levels in patients presenting with
acute arthritis by examining 225 acutely inflamed joints.
Cartilage enhancements presenting as a parallel line to the
bony articular surface were defined as the DC sign. All
patients underwent synovial fluid analysis that was used to
make the diagnosis of gout or CPPD or other arthritides,
independent of the joint ultrasound (US) findings. The
sensitivity of the DC sign for crystal arthritis was 85% and
specificity was 80%. Its specificity for gout was 64%, and
for CPPD 52%. The combination of DC sign with hypervas-
cularization in Doppler studies and elevated SUA levels
increased specificity for gout to 90% and resulted in a 7-fold
increase of likelihood of gout (p < 0.01), albeit at the
expense of sensitivity (42%). The study has several
strengths, including use of a large patient sample, confir-
mation of diagnosis by crystal examination, and appropriate
acute arthritis controls. The study findings must be inter-
preted considering potential limitations and these findings
need to be compared and contrasted with those from other
studies of US in gout. 

A striking finding of this study reporting the use of US in
real-world clinical practice was the inability of the DC sign
to differentiate between gout and CPPD. In previous US
publications, the differential cartilage appearances of
monosodium urate (MSU) and CPPD have been elegantly
described, with MSU crystals overlying the articular carti-
lage leading to the DC sign in gout, and CPP crystals
deposited within articular cartilage with a different
appearance2,3,4. Of note, the study by Löffler and colleagues
considered only the presence of DC sign and Doppler flow,
but not tophi or fibrocartilage pathology, which may explain
the low accuracy of US findings. These factors do not,
however, explain the low specificity of DC sign for gout
compared to CPPD. Six trained ultrasonographers, who

each had ≥ 2 years of training but various degrees of
expertise, performed the examinations. Use of 6 examiners
leads to interobserver variability that might have
contributed to increased inaccuracy. The authors used the
presence of phagocytized urate crystals as the diagnostic
standard for gout. They do not describe whether the
presence of extracellular urate crystals only was also
considered diagnostic for gout. 

The authors suggest that one reason their results differ
from those of other reports is that previous studies have had
very few control subjects with CPPD and were limited in
many cases to the examination of the first metatarsopha-
langeal (MTP) or the knee joint, as compared to exami-
nation of only the acutely inflamed joint in their case. The
majority of the joints examined in this study were knees,
with fewer than 10 first MTP joints. It is currently unclear
whether a diagnostic approach that involves scanning only
a single affected joint provides sufficient accuracy for gout
diagnosis. Recent work by Naredo and colleagues5
indicates that systematic bilateral scanning for hyperechoic
aggregates at the radiocarpal joint, patellar tendon and
triceps tendon, and DC sign in 3 articular cartilages (i.e.,
first metatarsal, talar, and second metacarpal/femoral) is
required for adequate diagnostic accuracy; this approach
had a sensitivity of 85% and specificity of 83%. In contrast,
the sensitivity and specificity for DC sign at the femoral
condyle was 42% and 100%, respectively, and at the first
metatarsal dorsal cartilage was 62% and 98%, respec-
tively5. Thus, the variation in diagnostic accuracy between
different studies may reflect not just expertise in muscu-
loskeletal US, but also the characteristics of the control
population, and the sites and number of joints scanned. 

Other studies have described false-positive DC sign due
to normal hyperechoic aspect of the synovium, the presence
of joint effusion (which induces a posterior-wall echo
reinforcement), or thin cartilage6. To avoid artifact, some
US experts have recommended that the DC sign should be
defined as a “hyperechoic irregular enhancement of the
chondrosynovial margin of the cartilage that is independent
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of the insonation angle of the US beam”5. A false-negative
DC sign may be due to poorly visualized joints with thin
cartilage (tarsal joints) or damaged cartilage, as in
osteoarthritis (OA). The DC sign has also been described in
up to 29% of individuals with asymptomatic hyper-
uricemia7,8. It seems likely that this finding in asymptomatic
hyperuricemia represents true subclinical MSU crystal
deposition, because the DC sign was observed at much
lower frequency in normouricemic controls (0–5%) in the
same studies7,8. Further, another study of 26 asymptomatic
individuals with hyperuricemia, of whom 9 had urate
crystals documented from joint fluid, DC, or hyperechoic
cloudy area,  had a positive predictive value of 82%, sensi-
tivity of 100%, and specificity of 88%9. 

What then are the implications of the DC sign contro-
versy? As often happens, when a new sign or test is devel-
oped/discovered for a condition, it seems more specific than
it actually is. The true estimation of the specificity and
positive predictive value of a new test or sign is determined
when appropriate controls have been recruited into sub-
sequent studies. Also, the accuracy statistics of the DC sign
would vary by the clinical severity of the gout cases (early
presentation with low MSU crystal burden vs longstanding,
untreated or tophaceous disease with high MSU crystal
burden), type of joint/s examined, number of joints
examined, and the presence of joint inflammation at the time
of examination (acute symptomatic vs chronic phase). It is
worth noting that the authors did not report the results of
plain radiographs; the presence of cartilage calcification at
characteristic sites (triangular fibrocartilage, menisci of the
knee) is characteristic of CPPD and greatly assists in the
diagnosis of this condition. It seems likely that inclusion of
plain radiographic cartilage calcification within the predic-
tion models would lead to a more accurate diagnostic rule. 

This study improves our understanding of the emerging
role of US for the diagnosis of gout, in particular, its differ-
entiation from conditions that mimic gout, such as CPPD,
OA, rheumatoid arthritis, and psoriatic arthritis. As our
understanding of the role of the DC sign evolves, so will its
importance and contribution to the diagnosis of gout. This
study highlights the potential difficulty of translating US
research findings into routine clinical practice, and empha-
sizes the need for standardization of US methodology, to
ensure that it is a reliable diagnostic tool for gout. Such
standardization exercises will require relevant arthritis
controls, including those with other forms of crystal
arthritis. In clinical practice, the issue of diagnosis is most
challenging soon after first presentation of arthritis, and it is
in this situation, rather than in patients with well-established
disease with numerous other clinical features of gout, that
careful scrutiny is needed to understand the true accuracy of
the DC sign for gout diagnosis. In the meantime, the
findings of this study reinforce the conclusion that if there is
clinical uncertainty, synovial fluid examination is still
required for diagnosis of both gout and CPPD. 
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